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3 Components of a Completed 
Work of Art

SUBJECT -  the “what”
FORM -  the “how”
CONTENT -  the “why”

Combined to produce ORGANIC UNITY



Form and Visual Ordering

When we (the viewer) see images, we take part in 
visual forming or ordering.

We see a shape, a group of lines, a value or a color 
and the eye and mind organize visual differences.

The mind tries to create order out of chaos. The 
ordering adds harmony to the visual experience.













Harmony – a factor of cohesion

Harmony may be thought of as a factor of cohesion 
-- relating various picture parts

A common element or motif - - a repeated color, 
texture, value, or a common configuration of line or 
shape could be the connecting force.



Harmony – Music

Harmony in music is identifiable when the 
component notes fit in producing a sound.

Sometimes a composer will intentionally introduce 
discord (not normally pleasant) and resolve it later 
in the composition.

Discord in visual art can result when unrelated parts 
are put together.



Repetition

Relationships created by repetitive units create a 
degree of harmony.

Repetition does not require exact duplication, but 
instead  similarity or near likeness.

The least related can achieve emphasis.

Rhythm is also present when regulated units are 
repeated.  The silence or space between units as 
well.

Music example: Shave and a haircut – two bits



Eva Hesse, Repetition 19 III, 1968
Nineteen tubular fiberglass units



Paul Manes, Eiso, 1995  Oil on canvas.



Pattern

At the most elementary level, a pattern may be seen 
as any arrangement or design, that may function as 
the model for imitation or for making things.

Example: the pattern a dressmaker uses.

On the next level a pattern is usually seen as a 
noticeable formation or set of characteristics that is 
created when the basic pattern (model) is repeated.

Could be simple marks, or complex relationships of 
line, shape, texture, value and color.



Paisley Pattern, Wallcovering.

Repetitive nature of patterns can be used to create harmony and rhythm 
with pauses and beats that cause flow and connections  between parts. 

They also serve to direct the eye movement from one part to another.



Motif

Motif is a concept closely related to pattern.

Once the basic repeating unit is created and repeated 
it is referred to as a motif.

The smallest repeating design in a roll of wallpaper 
is the motif. The continued repetition of the unit 
creates an allover cohesive pattern.



Andy Warhol, 100 Cans, Oil on canvas.



Closure – Visual Grouping

Early part of the 20th Century, German Gestalt 
psychologists investigated how the viewer sees form, 
pattern, shape, or total configuration in terms of group 
relationships rather than individual items. 

We will refer to this grouping as closure, or a gestalt.

People tend to see incomplete patterns or information 
as compete or unified wholes.



The total configuration is more important than the individual parts.
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